Combination Motor Controllers

See General Information for Combination Motor Controllers

ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT GMBH
EPPLEHEIMER STR 82
69123 HEIDELBERG, GERMANY

Investigated to ANSI/UL 508

Line terminal adapters Model(s) DX495, DX495

Link modules Model(s) PSR105-MS495

Self-protected combination motor controllers, open type Model(s) MS450 [a], MS451 [a], MS495 [b], MS496 [c], MS497 [c]

[a] - Followed by -16, -20, -25, -32, -40, -45, -50
[b] - Followed by -40, -45, -50, -63, -75, -90, 100
[c] - Followed by -16, -20, -25, -32, -40, -45, -50, -63, -75, -90
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